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We have performed a detailed quantitative structural analysis of epitaxialfFes3 nmd /Crs1.2 nmdg20 super-
lattices by low- and high-angle x-ray diffraction, and energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy on
cross-section samples. The interface roughness was changed systematically by varying the substrate tempera-
ture s150-250 °Cd maintaining all other growth parameters fixed. Direct imaging of the interfaces allows
examining the roughness of the individual interfaces and its evolution with thickness. A statistical analysis of
the local interface width for the individual layers supplies the roughness static and dynamic exponents. High-
temperature sampless250 °Cd show roughness decreasing with thickness as a result of surface-diffusion-
dominated growth. Low-temperature sampless150 °Cd show anomalous non-self-affine roughness character-
ized by a time-dependent local interface width.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surface and interface roughness and its propagation in
thin films and superlattices has been a subject of intense
investigation in recent years not only to understand the basic
laws governing film growth1 but also to examine the influ-
ence of surface and interface disorder on the physical
properties.2 For single films, extensive experimental and the-
oretical work has shown that kinetic roughening follows
frequently relatively simple scaling lawssself-affine
roughnessd.1 In-self affine surfaces of sizeL, the roughness
frequently follows the Family-Vicsek dynamic scaling,3

in which the local fssl ,tdg and global fssL ,tdg height
fluctuations scale with the same roughness exponent
a fssl ,td~ la ;ssL ,td~Lag. For superlattices the situation is
considerably more complex. On the one hand, the access to
the buried interfaces is experimentally difficult, and on the
other hand roughness evolution may be complicated by hav-
ing more than one constituent. In a recent Letter4 we have
reported a study of interface disorder and its evolution with
thickness for Fe/Cr superlattices grown by dc sputtering. A
statistical analysis of the height distribution of the individual
interfaces obtained by energy-filtered transmission electron
microscopy sEFTEMd provided experimental evidence for
non-self-affine anomalous roughness.5,6 For anomalous scal-
ing, the roughness exponents at shortsalocd and long length
scalessad are different and the local interface width is no
longer time independent at short distancessas in the Family-
Viseck ansatz3d, but it follows a power law with a new ex-
ponentbloc.

5,6 We found4 that for sputtered Fe/Cr superlat-
tices static and dynamic roughness exponents do not fit in
any of the existing model classes of surface growth that are
known to exhibit anomalous scaling. These models involve
exclusively surfaces grown by an idealized molecular beam
epitaxysMBEd which are claimed to be simpler to treat theo-
retically than those grown by sputtering. On the other hand,
to the best of our knowledge, the only experimental reports
of anomalous scaling in thin films7 and superlattices4 involve

polycrystalline samples grown by electrodeposition or sput-
tering snot MBEd. MBE growth models deal with local
growth processes, for which the growth rate depends on the
local properties of the interface. However there are a number
of systems, like sputter growth, for whichnonlocal effects
contribute to the interface morphology and growth velocity.
Sputter deposition is influenced by nonlocal effects due to
geometrical shadowing, i.e., the local growth rate at a given
point is proportional to its exposure to the deposition flow.
The question arises then, to what extent anomalous scaling
and/or the values of the scaling exponents are determined by
the growth technique. In this paper we examine this issue on
MBE-grown Fe/Cr superlattices.

We have grown Fe/Cr superlattices by MBE changing
systematically the interface roughness by controlling sub-
strate temperature during growth, maintaining all the other
growth parameters constant. We characterize the interfacial
structure with the combined use of x-ray diffractionsXRDd
and transmission electron microscopy. XRD provides aver-
aged structural information on lattice parameters, modulation
lengths, and disorder averaged over the whole superlattice
stack. Extracting quantitative information on the interface
structure saveraged roughnessd requires fitting diffraction
spectra to structural modelss“refinement”d. This we have
done quite successfully for different superlattices using the
SUPREX refinement method.8 Concerning microscopy, since
Fe and Cr have similar lattice parameters and exhibit very
close elastic scattering factors for electrons, conventional dif-
fraction contrast and/or phase contrast imaging in a TEM
resolve neither the layers nor the details of their interface
structure. To overcome this problem analytical tools, such as
energy filtered transmission electron microscopy, are neces-
sary, which give specific chemical information with spatial
resolution at nanometer scale.9,10 Statistical analysis of the
digitized images allows probing directly the roughness for
each layer, its lateral length scale, and replication from layer
to layer. Complementary information is obtained about short
scale range roughness based on the analysis of the reflection
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high-energy electron diffractionsRHEEDd intensity profile,
which was takenin situ during the MBE growth.

II. EXPERIMENT

Epitaxial Fe/Cr superlattices sandwiched between bottom
and tops100 nmd Nb layers were grown onr-plane-oriented
sapphire substrates. Samples with 20 bilayers, Fes3 nmd/Cr
s1.2 nmd, were grown by MBE with substrate temperature
ranging between 150 and 250 °C. The 100 nm Nb layers
were always grown under the same conditions and with the
same thickness for all samples to ensure that the Nb buffer
layer had always the same roughness.

The superlattice structure was thoroughly characterized
by low-angle x-ray diffraction using a rotating anode diffrac-
tometer with CuKa radiation. To estimate the interfacial
roughness of the layers, the specular reflectivity spectra were
analyzed with theSUPREXrefinement program,8 in which the
roughness was assumed to replicate from layer to layer ac-
cording to a power lawsn=san

a, wheresa is the roughness
of the first bilayer,n is the layer index, anda an exponent
describing the roughness evolution from layer to layer.

Electron microscopy was carried out using a Philips
CM20-FEG TEM equipped with a Gatan Imaging Filter, ca-
pable of obtaining both electron energy-loss spectrasEELSd
and energy-filtered images in real time at high spatial
resolution.9,10 The electron energy-loss spectroscopy offers
better spatial resolution than other analytical tools such as
EDX. Samples suitable for imaging by TEM were prepared
in the cross-section geometry following customary treatment
of polishing, dimpling, and low-anglesless than 10°d ion
milling to get large electron-transparent regions thin enough
for EELS investigations without any multiple scattering.
Energy-filtered imaging techniquessafter removal of the
background due to other loss processesd were carried out on
cross-sectional images to show the Fe or Cr elemental maps
at sufficient resolution to quantify the local structural rough-
ness at the Fe/Cr or Cr/Fe interfaces, as described elsewhere.
The digitized images were analyzed with help of the Gatan
Digital Micrograph software to obtain Cr-Fe profiles, inte-
grating the intensity over windows 0.27 nm wide centered
around points separated by 1.35 nm. Since Cr and Fe profiles
for the same bilayers were nearly identical, we will here after
assume that the bilayer composition profile describes the
interface.11

III. RESULTS

A. X-ray diffraction

Figure 1 shows typical low-angle x-ray spectra for
Nbs100 nmd fFes3 nmd /Crs1.3 nmdg20Nbs100 nmd super-
lattices grown at substrate temperaturesTSd ranging between
150 and 300 °C. Their refinement using theSUPREX

program8 salso shown in Fig. 1d allows determination of
structural parameters. Qualitatively the roughness increases
rapidly with decreasing temperature as observed from the
reduction of the intensity of the superlattice peaks at 2u
=2.2 and 4.3. The Nb base and capping layer have a major
influence on the low-angle diffraction spectra complicating

the refinement procedure considerably. To arrive at meaning-
ful initial values of the input parameters for the refinement
process, we performed a systematic study by varying the Nb
buffer layer thickness. We grew a series of samples with 20
Fe/Cr bilayers changing the Nb buffer layer thickness be-
tween 10 and 100 nm. The low-angle x-ray diffraction
sXRDd patterns for fFes3nmd /Crs1.3nmdg20 superlattices
grown at 250 °C varying the Nb buffer layer thickness are
shown in Fig. 2. Open circles correspond to the experimental
data; the lines are obtained from theSUPREXprogram.8 This
allows understanding the evolution of the low-angle spectra
with base Nb thickness. In addition to the superlattice peaks
two modulations are present, a long wavelength correspond-
ing to the Nb buffer layer which becomes shorter when in-
creasing the buffer thickness. As the buffer layer thickness
becomes comparable to the superlattice layer thickness, in-
terference effects arise which may complicate the refinement
considerably. In this way it is possible to arrive at meaning-
ful roughness values from the x-ray data of Fig. 1. Typical
roughness values for the 100 nm Nb buffer layer were be-
tween 1.5 and 2.5 nm. The averaged roughness for the su-
perlattices is displayed in the inset of Fig. 1. It should be
noted that the roughness influences not only the sharpness of
the superlattice peaks but also the intensity profile at very
low angles. Once we are able to refine the structure including
the Nb buffer layer, the sensitivity to the superlattice rough-
ness can be addressed. To this end, we address two separate

FIG. 1. Low-angle x-ray diffraction spectra for superlattices
grown at different substrate temperaturesTS. A, 250 °C;B, 200 °C;
C, 150 °C. The inset shows temperature dependence of the average
roughnessksl.

FIG. 2. Low-angle x-ray diffraction spectra of
fFes3 nmd /Crs1.3 nmdg20 superlattices grown at 250 °C with
A,9 nm; B,19 nm;C,29 nm;D ,56 nm;E,85 nm Nb buffer layer.
Lines are refinements using theSUPREXprogram.
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issues. Sensitivity of the refinement to this roughness value
was checked by examining the evolution of the quality factor
of the fit,x2. We changed the roughness step by step keeping
all other parameters fixed and usingx2 as an indicator of the
refinement quality. Figure 3sdown trianglesd shows thatx2

as a function of roughnesssa displays a sharp minimum
showing the sensitivity of the refinement to this roughness.
We also changed the roughness step by step and kept each
value fixed while the remaining parameters were allowed to
vary until x2 also shows a minimumssee circles in Fig. 3d.
The width of this shallower minimum provides an upper
limit of 15% in the error of the roughness.

The high-angle diffraction spectra provide inform-
ation about short length scale disorder like interface
steps and interdiffusion, which results in a fluctuation in
the layer thickness. High-angle diffraction spectra for
Nbs100 nmdfFes3 nmd /Crs1.3 nmdg20Nbs100 nmd superlat-
tices grown at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 4.
The Nb diffraction peak close to 39° overlaps with the Fe/Cr
s100d superlattice peaks centered around 44.7°. Even for
very thin Nb buffer layers there is significant overlap, thus
altering the intensity profile of the superlattice peak. The
sharpness of the superlattice satellites at the right-hand side
of the superlattice Bragg peak changes with temperature, re-
flecting a larger amount of step disorder for samples grown
at high temperature. The overlap problem was avoided by

fitting only the right side of the superlattice peak when Nb
layers were present. Due to the limited fitting range we were
not able to resolve the contribution of the individual layers to
the bilayer thickness fluctuation, i.e., the same quality of the
fit is obtained when the roughnesses of the two elements are
exchanged, or when the whole roughness is assigned to one
of them. The fitted average bilayer thickness fluctuationsDN
are collected in the inset of Fig. 4 showing that step disorder
increases monotonically with temperature. A comparison of
the high- and low-angle results implies that the interdiffusion
increases with temperaturesfrom high angled, i.e., the sample
becomes rougher at short length scales but smooths at long
length scales as indicated by the low-angle scattering.

B. EFTEM analysis

A conventional low-magnification cross-sectional TEM
bright field image of a typical Nbs100 nmd / fFes3 nmd /
Crs1.3 nmdg20/Nbs100 nmd multilayer grown at a substrate
temperature of 250 °C is shown in Fig. 5sad. The diffraction
contrast allows the identification of the different layers in the
structuresNb base layer, Fe-Cr superlattices, and the Nb cap-
ping layerd and reveals columnar microstructure, in all three
layers. The energy-filtered imaging technique was applied to
infer elemental maps from the multilayered specimen. A typi-
cal low magnification EFTEM map in cross-section view of
an fFes3 nmd /Crs1.2 nmdg20 superlattice is shown in Fig.
5sbd. The bright intensity is proportional to the intensity of
the Fe-characteristicL2,3 energy-loss signal; dark regions
mean absence of Fe. In contrast to the micrograph shown in
Fig. 5sad, the Fe and Cr layers are clearly separated. Figures
5scd and 5sdd show high-magnification EFTEM plots for
quantitative roughness evaluation of samples grown at 250
and 150 °C, respectively. The low-temperature sample
s150 °Cd is considerably rougher than the high-temperature
ones250 °Cd. EFTEM composition maps were digitized with

FIG. 3. Sensitivity of the refinementsx2d to the average rough-
ness of the superlattice when different roughness values were fixed
and the remaining parameters allowed to varyssolid circlesd or
when the roughness was changed manually keeping all the remain-
ing parameters fixedsopen trianglesd.

FIG. 4. High angle x-ray diffraction spectra of superlattices
grown at different temperatures: 250 °CsAd, 200 °C sBd, 150 °C
sCd. Lines are the refinements using theSUPREX program. Inset
shows the temperature dependence of the bilayer thickness fluctua-
tions nN.

FIG. 5. sad Transmission electron micrograph of a Fe/Cr
multilayer grown on a niobium buffer layer.sbd Typical energy-
filtered transmission electron Fe map of Nbs100 nmdfFes3
nmd /Crs1.2 nmdg20 multilayer at low magnification.scd High-
magnification EFTEM maps for quantitative roughness evaluation
of samples grown at 250scd and 150 °Csdd.
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the help of the Gatan Digital Micrograph software. Digitized
layer profiles can be statistically analyzed to obtain the layer
profile hnsx,td for each layern, as described in detail
elsewhere.11–13These profiles can be statistically analyzed to
examine the nature of the roughness and its propagation
properties.

The first interesting observation is that the distribution of
height differences for each bilayerhnsx+ l ,td−hnsx,td is
Gaussian with a standard deviationkfhnsx+ l ,td−hnsx,tdg2l
increasing with the distance between points,l, up to a satu-
ration value. This height-height correlation functiongsl ,td
;kfhsx+ l ,td−hsx,tdg2l is customarily analyzed to describe
roughness evolution. The Gaussian nature of the roughness is
a central assumption made in diffuse XRD experiments to
quantitatively analyze roughness.14–17 Our EFTEM digitized
multilayer maps provide a direct proof of the random Gauss-
ian distribution of height differences for the individual bilay-
ers. The local interface widthssl ,td=fkzn

2sx,tdlg1/2 was also
analyzed for the individual bilayers in terms of the standard
deviation of the height distribution znsx,td=hnsx,td
−khnsx,tdl. Note that averages are done over a window width
l around each point. This distribution was also found to be
Gaussian. Figures 6sad–6scd plot the statistical distribution of
the heightszsxd for samples grown at different temperature.
They show a decrease of the full width at half maximum
sFWHMd with increasing growth temperature, indicating that
the sample grown at the highest temperature has the lowest
roughness. Both pictures are equivalent, since, as shown by
numerical simulationsgsl ,td /~ssl ,td.1 In the following
roughness is described in terms of the local interface width
ssl ,td=fkzn

2sx,tdlg1/2.
Figure 7 shows the local interface width as a function of

the window width for the individual bilayers, for samples
grown at 150sad and 250 °Csbd. In the low-temperature
samplefFig. 7sadg the roughness increases with lateral win-
dow sizel according to a power lawsa(l) , lalocd and then
saturates. The position of the “knee” at saturation is a mea-
sure of the lateral correlation lengthj of the roughness.j is
extracted from fits of the size dependent roughness for each
bilayer to the expressionsnsld=ss,nh1−expf−sl /jd2alocgj1/2,
wheress,n is the saturation value of the roughness for bilayer
n, anda is the roughness exponent.17 The lines in Fig. 7sad
are fits to this expression, which has the asymptotic behavior
ssl !jd< laloc and ssl .jd<ss. The roughness exponent

aloc was 0.56±0.05 for the low-temperature sample. The
high-temperature sample on the other hand shows smaller
roughness and no indications of saturation, showing that the
roughness lateral correlation length is larger than the lateral
size of our images. Surprisingly, in this sample the roughness
decreases with bilayer index, i.e., the interface becomes
smoother when thickness increases.

The evolution of the roughness parameters with bilayer
index can be used to obtain dynamic information of the
growth provided the thickness increases linearly with time.
The first observation is that for both samples the interface
width ssl ,td depends on thicknessstimed at small length
scales. This is a first indication of non-self-affine anomalous
scaling since as quoted in the Introduction, in self-affine in-
terfaces the interface width at short length scale is time
sthicknessd independent. Figure 8 shows the thicknessstimed
dependence ofjstd fFig. 8sadg and of the saturation rough-
nessssstd fFig. 8sbd, solid squaresg for the low-temperature

FIG. 6. Histogram of height differences of interface points
spaced R=4 nm. Different histograms correspond to different
growth temperatures: 150sad 200 sbd, and 250 °Cscd. Arrows show
the full width at half maximum, and the corresponding values are
written in each plot.

FIG. 7. Lateral evolution of the local interface widthssld for the
different bilayers for samples grownsad at 150 andsbd at 250 °C.
Different data sets correspond to different bilayers. Legends in the
figures show the bilayer indexsblyd for the different data sets. Lines
are fits tosnsld=ss,nh1−expf−sl /jd2alocgj1/2 to obtain the roughness
exponentaloc and the lateral correlation lengthj.

FIG. 8. sad Thicknessstimed dependence of thesad lateral rough-
ness correlation length for samples grown at 150 °C ,sbd saturation
interface width for samples grown at 150sopen circlesd and 250 °C
ssolid squaresd, andscd short range local interface width for samples
grown at 150sopen circlesd and 250 °Cssolid squaresd.
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samples. For length scales larger than 15 nm both quantities
show power law thickness dependencefssstd~ tb; jstd~ t1/zg
with exponentsb=0.95±0.05 and 1/z=0.83±0.05. At short
length scales saturation roughness decreases with thickness
up to 15 nm. Since for the low-temperature samplej cannot
be defined within our experimental window, we plot in Fig.
8sbd sopen circlesd the thickness dependence of the rough-
ness at the largest length scale available from the EFTEM
images. This long scale roughness decreases with thickness
sbilayer indexd as a power law with exponentb=−0.73. This
can be directly observed by direct inspection of the EFTEM
image of Fig. 5 for the first bilayers, and is also confirmed by
RHEED for each interface. Figure 9 shows the FWHM of the
RHEED s000d reflection as a function of bilayer index, for
each element. The FWHMs of the Cr layers are always
slightly larger than those for the Fe layer, indicating that the
Cr layer grows more roughly on Fe than Fe on Cr, but a clear
decrease in the overall FWHM is observed with bilayer in-
dex consistent with a decreasing roughness. Interestingly the
decreasing saturation roughness of the low-temperature
sample at short length scale seems to follow the same power
law fsee dotted line in Fig. 8sbdg.

Figure 8scd shows the short length scale roughnesssinter-
face sloped as a function of thicknessstimed for low- ssolid
squaresd and high-sopen circlesd temperature samples. The
behavior is similar to that found for the saturation roughness
but with smaller exponents. For the low-temperature sample
log10ssl ,td is approximately linear with log10std for length
scales larger than 20 nm, with an exponentbloc=0.50±0.05
fcontinuous line in Fig. 8scdg. In this sample, roughness ex-
ponents determined independently were in good agreement
with the relationaloc=sb−blocdz, which holds for anomalous
scaling .5,6 Usingaloc=a−blocz a global roughness exponent
a=1.15±0.05 was obtained. The high-temperature sample
on the other hand shows a monotonic decrease of the inter-
face slope with bilayer index with an exponentbloc=−0.5
fdotted line of Fig. 8scdg.

It is worth noting that for both samples the saturation
roughness slong length scale roughness for the high-
temperature sampled averaged over the different bilayers was
in good quantitative agreement with the values obtained
from the refinement of specular low-angle XRD patterns.
Figure 10 displays averaged roughness values obtained from
x-ray diffraction sopen circlesd and EFTEMsopen squaresd
showing the excellent agreement between both techniques.

The saturation roughness of the first bilayer can be used to
estimate the roughness of the Nb buffer layer: the value of
1.5 nm obtained from Fig. 8scd is also in good agreement
with the value obtained from the x-ray refinement.

IV. DISCUSSION

The decrease of the roughness with increasing thickness
for the first Fe/Cr bilayers in the low-temperature sample and
over the whole window for the high-temperature sample
arise from surface diffusion on the growth process on the
rough Nb buffer layer. Deposited atoms diffuse on the grow-
ing surface searching for the energetically most favorable
positioning in a thermally activated process determined by
the binding energies. Thus the motion of an atom on the
surface depends on the number of bonds to be broken, and
not on the interface height, as in random deposition models
with surface relaxation, where atoms search for the lowest
height position. The number of bonds an atom may form
increases with the local curvature of the interface at that
point.1 If the local radius of curvature is positive the atom
has a large number of neighbors and moving away from the
site is difficult. On the other hand, if the radius of curvature
of the surface is negative, the atom has fewer neighbors and
diffuses more easily. Therefore in the high-temperature MBE
growth on a rough surface, surface diffusion will result in the
growing surface to smooth with thicknesssas observed for
the high-temperature sampled. When the temperature is low-
ered the diffusion length decreases, atoms nucleate in is-
lands, and the surface becomes rough, as found for the low-
temperature sample for superlattice thickness larger than 15
nm. In addition, surface diffusion on a rough surfacesNbd
will favor layer thickness fluctuations in a lateral length scale
comparable to the diffusion length. This is probably the ex-
planation of the larger superlattice period fluctuation found
from x-ray analysis for the high-temperature sample despite
its smaller overall roughness.

While in the high-temperature sample growth is domi-
nated by surface diffusion and the interface roughness de-
creases with increasing thickness, the low-temperature
sample shows an increase of the roughness with bilayer in-
dex following the scaling relations of anomalous scaling, as

FIG. 9. FWHM of the s000d RHEED reflection for Fessolid
circlesd and Crsopen circlesd surfaces.

FIG. 10. Substrate temperatureTS dependence of the averaged
saturation roughnesskssl obtained from the analysis of EFTEM
imagessopen squaresd and from x-ray refinementsopen circlesd.
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found in our previous Letter4 for sputtered samples. This
allows discarding nonlocal effects related to sputter growth
as the origin of the anomalous scaling. Moreover, the scaling
exponents, although different from those found for sputtered
superlattices, do not meet the predictions of any of the exist-
ing theories for surface growth exhibiting anomalous scaling:
in the linear MBE modela=3/2, aloc=1,1/z=0.25;18 in the
random diffusion model19 aloc=0.5, a=1/f2s1−mdg and
1/z=s1−md / s2−md, where 1,m,0 is a disorder-dependent
parameter; and in discrete MBE models20 based on the Lai–
Das Sarma–Villain equation for MBE growtha=1, aloc
=0.73, 1/z=0.33.21 For comparison we have gathered in
Table I the scaling exponents of MBE superlatticessthis
workd, sputtered superlatticessRef. 4d, and the exponents of
MBE theories showing anomalous scaling. It is thus clear
that anomalous scaling does not originate in the peculiarities
of the growth process although they might influence the ex-
ponent values.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have analyzed quantitatively the interface
roughness in MBE-grown Fe/Cr superlattices by XRD and

EFTEM. We found that growth at high temperatures is domi-
nated by surface diffusion while low substrate temperature
results in island growth. We find evidence for anomalous
non-self-affine scaling of the interface roughness in the low-
temperature superlattices characterized by a time-dependent
local roughness at short length scales with scaling exponents
different from those previously found in sputtered superlat-
tices. Our work constitutes a firm indication that anomalous
scaling cannot be ascribed to the nonlocal effects character-
istic of sputter growth. Future work will be directed to ex-
amine the connection of the roughness evolution with the
magnetic and transport properties of these samples.
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